WINTER 2012
Montenegro, a country of beautiful mountains in the winter
offers many opportunities for the organization adrenalinksih
program. All lovers of the mountains, are able to enjoy an
active holiday, which includes walking on snowshoes, cross
country skiing, alpine skiing, snowmobile ride for its unspoiled landscapes, jeep tours, etc.. Kolasin and Zabljak
are places that offer holidays for groups, families or individuals.

ITINERARY:
1.

Day—meeting with a guide at airport. Transfer to Kolasin.
Accommodation in hotel. Dinner. Overnight.

2.

Day. After breakfast short transfer to the ski center (ca 1440).
Snowshoe walking ca 3-3.30h and arrival to the mountain hut
Bjelasica (1760). The route is going through forest. After
accommodation in hut and lunch we can continue snowshoe
walking to the peak and sightseeing massif of Bjelasica and
surrounding mountains (Komovi , Sinjajevina…). Return to
the hut. Dinner, overnight.

3.

Day After breakfast departure from mountain hut and
walking to the peak ,,Raskrsnica’’ ( 1730) and continue walk
to the point (1777) and along to the point (1550). Participants
of tour can chose to get down by ski lift or continue walking
through forest. The tour duration 3-4 h with stops. Lunch
will be sandwiches or lunch in the restaurant on ski center.
Return to hotel and free time. Dinner and overnight.

4.

Day after breakfast jeep tour around of town, where you can
enjoy in nice view of surrounding mountains, landscapes...
Return to hotel at the afternoon. Free time. Dinner and
overnight.

5.

Day breakfast. Free day for individual activities (alpine
skiing, cultural visiting, resting, spa...). At the afternoon
transfer to Žabljak. Accommodation in hotel. Dinner and
overnight.
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6. day After breakfast we are starting cross-country skiing, from
the place Moticki Gaj (1450), through Komarski locality till high
1600m. And then we will continue behind spring Tocak and
through forest continue to Balck lake (1400). The bigger part of
route is going through forest. From Black lake we will continue
through Ivan do till village Pitomine. It is possible to organize
lunch in local family on traditional way. It is a half day
excursions that implies easy level of skiing. Duration is
approximately 4h. Return to hotel from village by car and free
time. Overnight.
7. day Breakfast. Free day for individual activities (alpine skiing,
Snowshoe walking, resting ect) dinner and overnight.
8. day– after breakfast departure to airport.
The price depending of season, category of hotels, number
of pax in the group.

The program includes:
Transfer people and luggage as mentioned in program,
Accommodation in hotels, with service HB, guide services,
equipment rental for official program (Snowshoe walking and
cross-country skiing), organization of program, lunches for
active days.

The program doesn’t include:
Individual cost, all services which don’t mentioned in program,
drinks in restaurants.

Important notes:


The agency can change shedule of days, if the weather
influenced on it.



This program is available for people which has similar
experiance or good phisical condition.



in the case that is not possible to realize some part of
program in the mountain (depending of conditions) the
agency has to include some simiral program in other area.
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